THE ROYAL HAIRCUT

RM 115

Have your hair cut perfection by one of our top stylists.

TRADITIONAL HOT TOWEL WET SHAVE

RM 90

T&H pre-shave oil is applied with a luxurious hot towel wrap,
followed by a rich shaving cream and finished with a close

SHAMPOO & FINISH

RM 60

and comfortable shave.

This service addresses the cleansing and moisturising of the

SHAVE & SHAPE

hair, followed by styling.

RM 95

Allow our expert stylists to shave and shape your beard for

THE ROYAL HAIR TREATMENT

RM 85

a more stylish look.

This treatment battles through the first signs of hair loss,
which involves our stylist expertly massaging the head to

BEARD TRIM

stimulate hair growth and allowing the scalp to absorb

Have your beard cleaned and trimmed to perfection (no blade

nutrients.

involved).

THE ROYAL CUT & HAIR TREATMENT

RM 185

RM 65

THE ULTIMATE SHAVING EXPERIENCE

RM 115

Have your haircut to perfection followed by our royal hair

Enjoy all the pleasures of our Traditional Hot Towel Wet

treatment which involves our stylist expertly massaging the

Shave with a deep relaxing face massage.

head to stimulate hair growth and allowing the scalp to
absorb nutrients.

FACE MASSAGE

RM 80

This treatment leaves your skin looking bright, supple and

HAIR COLOURING

GOATEE OR MOUSTACHE
BEARD
SIDEBURNS
HEAD

RM 90
RM 130
RM 75
RM 210

THE ROYAL CUT & HAIR COLOUR

RM 290

Have your hair cut and coloured to perfection by one of our
top stylists.

refreshed.

INVIGORATING FACE MASK
WITH SHAVE
WITHOUT SHAVE

RM 270
RM 202

The face is cleansed, moisturised and wrapped in hot towel
before our invigorating mask is applied. Whether its
combination, oily, dry or congested skin, this treatment will
restore balance to your skin and leave the face bright and

HEAD SHAVE

RM 90

The head shave commences with aromatic hot towel to
soften and prep the skin. A badger hair bristle brush is then

rejuvenated. It can be done with or without a shave.

THE PURIFYING REGIME

used to lift and suspend the hair for the closest possible

WITH SHAVE
WITHOUT SHAVE

RM 220
RM 160

shave.

Have your face cleansed and reenergised with a purification
mask. This treatment involves thoroughly cleansing the face

HEAD MASSAGE

RM 80

The T&H head massage will leave you relaxed and

and applying a mask, leaving skin looking healthier and
brighter. It can be done with or without a shave.

rejuvenated. The treatment relieves tightness around the
neck,

shoulders,

thus

increases

blood

circulation,

concentration and energy.

KIDS CUT

0 - 6 YEARS OLD
6 - 12 YEARS OLD

RM 70
RM 80

Treat your little ones (12 years and below) to a grown up hair
experience.

FACIAL HAIR GROOMING

WAXING: EARS/NOSE/EYEBROWS/CHEEKS RM 45 each
THREADING: EARS/EYEBROWS/CHEEKS
RM 45 each
EYEBROWS RE-SHAPING
RM 50

HOURS OF SERVICE

10:00 to 19:00
(closed on Mondays)

